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Ringdale® Introduces LightSpace Manager Mobile App for Apple Devices
Now Control ActiveLED Lighting Fixtures Anywhere You Are
®

GEORGETOWN, Texas—February 2, 2015—Ringdale , Inc., Texas-based manufacturer of USA-made ActiveLED®
®

®

®

®

luminaries, today introduced the LightSpace mobile application for the iPhone , iPad , or iPad Tablet. The LightSpace
mobile app provides convenient control over the lighting in a building space, especially frequently used space. LightSpace
eases an office or facility manager’s role in managing, controlling, and reporting on an area’s lighting. With a click of a button
on their desktop, tablet, or iPhone, companies can conserve energy, save money, and reduce their carbon footprint.
“Tablets and smartphones have allowed professionals to have more freedom from their desks while
remaining productive. The LightSpace mobile application extends the ability to conveniently access
controls at any hour and from anywhere an individual may be,” remarked Klaus Bollmann, president of
Ringdale, Inc. “We designed the mobile application so that office professionals can continue to
manage energy efficiency and productive illumination levels even after they have left the building.”
The LightSpace mobile application is an extension of the LightSpace Building Automation and Energy Management smart
technology that controls a building’s light space and energy usage. ActiveLED lighting with LightSpace tailors an
environment for increased energy savings through the ability to directly or remotely control, connect, and manage the
building or individual zones. LightSpace allows organizations to enforce rules throughout their enterprise often realizing
additional savings of 25% or more on energy while providing the right light levels during all shifts to individual or whole areas.
Available in a variety of platforms, LightSpace can transform typical lighting controls into a fully integrated system suited for
one room or for a multi-level building complex.
The LightSpace Manager app is available as a free download from Ringdale to LightSpace customers. With the app, users
can access manual control or set up scenes for different rooms. Each room can have multiple presets, allowing the user to
set the light level for that scene as well as the mode (auto, on, or off). High-use applications include meeting or shared space
rooms, board rooms, auditoriums, sporting facilities, or personal office space.
ActiveLED has over 200 commercial-grade luminaries for interior and exterior applications available directly from Ringdale or
its network of resellers. For more information, visit the company online at www.Ringdale.com/LightSpace. You can also
gather more information on ActiveLED lighting at www.ActiveLED.com.
About Ringdale
Ringdale, established in 1986, is an expert in solid-state technology and focuses on helping organizations incorporate green
®

savings into their business environments. Ringdale provides made-in-the-USA ActiveLED luminaries with patented, solidstate lighting control and thermal management technology. www.ActiveLED.com
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